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We present a new many-parameter family of hyperbolic representations of Einstein’s equations,
which we obtain by a straightforward generalization of previously known systems. We solve the
resulting evolution equations numerically for a Schwarzschild black hole in three spatial dimensions,
and find that the stability of the simulation is strongly dependent on the form of the equations (i.e.
the choice of parameters of the hyperbolic system), independent of the numerics. For an appropriate
range of parameters we can evolve a single 3D black hole to t ≃ 600M – 1300M , and are apparently
limited by constraint-violating solutions of the evolution equations. We expect that our method
should result in comparable times for evolutions of a binary black hole system.
04.25.Dm, 02.70.Hm

the numerical method unmodified, one can significantly
affect the stability of the computation [2–7].
Einstein’s equations, when written as a Cauchy problem, can be decomposed into two subsystems of equations: constraint equations that must be obeyed on each
spacelike hypersurface, or time slice, and evolution equations that describe how quantities propagate from one
hypersurface to the next. An analogous decomposition
occurs in electromagnetism, which is naturally split into
time-independent (divergence) equations that constrain
the fields at a particular time, and time-dependent (curl)
equations that determine their evolution. For both electromagnetism and gravitation, the system of equations is
overdetermined in the following sense: if the constraint
equations are satisfied at some initial time, then the evolution equations guarantee that they will be satisfied at
subsequent times. For numerical black hole computations, one typically solves the constraint equations only
on the initial time slice, and then uses the evolution equations to advance the solution in time.
However, the decomposition of Einstein’s equations
into evolution equations and constraints is not unique.
For example, one can add any combination of constraints
to any of the evolution equations to produce a different
decomposition. Indeed, there have been a large number
of new formulations of 3+1 general relativity proposed
in recent years [4,8–27], many of which have attractive
properties such as symmetric hyperbolicity.
All such formulations must have the same physical solutions since they describe the same underlying theory.
However, the set of evolution equations also admits unphysical solutions such as constraint-violating modes and
gauge modes, and these unphysical solutions will be different for each formulation. Usually one is not interested in unphysical solutions, but if such a solution grows
rapidly with time, any small perturbation (say, caused
by numerical errors) that excites this solution will grow
and eventually overwhelm the physical solution. This is
one reason why some formulations of Einstein’s equations

I. INTRODUCTION

A key unsolved problem in general relativity is to provide a detailed description of the final moments of a binary black hole system as the two black holes plunge
together and merge. While this problem is interesting
in its own right, the current deployment of LIGO and
other gravitational wave interferometers provides additional incentive for finding a timely solution: coalescing
compact binaries are expected to be primary sources of
gravitational radiation observable by these instruments.
Comparison of observed gravitational wave forms to detailed theoretical predictions of binary black hole evolution may allow one to test general relativity and other
theories of gravitation, to identify black holes in distant
galaxies and to measure their masses and spins.
Although both the initial inspiral of a binary black hole
system and the final ringdown of the resulting Kerr black
hole are well described by perturbation theory, understanding the plunge from the innermost stable quasicircular orbit through the coalescence will require numerical
solutions of the full Einstein equations in three spatial dimensions. Such numerical computations are in progress
[1,2]; however, they are currently plagued with instabilities that severely limit the duration of the simulations.
Indeed, current 3D Cauchy evolution codes without builtin symmetries have great difficulty evolving even a single Schwarzschild black hole for the amount of time that
would be required for a binary orbit.
Many of the stability difficulties affecting black hole
computations are undoubtedly due to the technical details of the numerical solution scheme; there are many
such difficulties to overcome in any large scale numerical
solution of partial differential equations. However, there
is also evidence that some of the stability problems are
due to properties of the equations themselves, independent of any numerical approximation. In particular, by
rewriting the equations in a different manner but leaving
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constraint quantities and discuss their hyperbolicity. In
section III we present numerical evolutions of system 3 for
different choices of parameters, and show that particular
choices yield significant improvements. In section IV we
discuss our results and our plans to simulate a binary
system.

may be better suited for numerical evolution than others.
In order to explore the extent to which different formulations of Einstein’s equations affect the stability of
numerical evolutions, we construct three new formulations of Einstein’s equations, following a method similar
to that of [13]:
1. A first-order system obtained directly from the
ADM [28] system. This system has five undetermined constant parameters that specify constraint terms to be added to the evolution equations. These parameters determine the hyperbolicity of the evolution equations and the values of the
characteristic speeds. We find that constraining the
system to have physical characteristic speeds (i.e.,
the characteristic fields propagate either along the
light cone or normal to the time slice) still leaves
two of the five parameters free, and guarantees that
the evolution equations are strongly hyperbolic. In
this case, the constraint quantities also evolve in a
strongly hyperbolic manner with physical characteristic speeds.

II. PARAMETERIZED HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM
A. 3+1 ADM

We begin with the standard 3+1 formulation of [28]
which is discussed in detail in [29]. Four-dimensional
spacetime is foliated by the level surfaces Σt of a function
t(xµ ). Let nµ be the unit normal vector to the hypersurfaces Σt . Then the spacetime metric (4) gµν induces the
spatial three-metric gµν on each Σt given by
gµν = (4) g µν + nµ nν .

(2.1)

The timelike vector tµ is defined such that tµ t;µ = 1,
where t;µ is the covariant derivative of t with respect to
the spacetime metric. The lapse function N and shift
vector β µ are defined by

2. A twelve-parameter system obtained by applying
a parameterized change of variables to system 1.
The additional seven parameters are completely
free, and do not affect the hyperbolicity of either
the evolution equations or the evolution of the constraint quantities. This system can be reduced to
either the Frittelli-Reula formulation [13] or the
Einstein-Christoffel formulation [22] with an appropriate choice of the parameters. The seven additional parameters can be used either to simplify the
equations or to improve the numerical behavior of
the system.

N ≡ −tµ nµ ,
βµ ≡ gµν tν .

(2.2)
(2.3)

If we adopt a coordinate system {t, xi } adapted to the
spatial hypersurfaces, the line element is given in the
usual 3+1 form
ds2 = −N 2 dt2 + gij (dxi + β i dt)(dxj + β j dt).

3. A two-parameter system that is obtained from system 2 by demanding that the principal part of the
equations is equivalent to a scalar wave equation
for each of the six components of gij . This system is particularly simple, is symmetrizable hyperbolic with physical characteristic speeds, and includes the Einstein-Christoffel formulation [22] as
a special case.

(2.4)

The extrinsic curvature Kij of the spatial surfaces is given
by
Kij = − 21 £n gij ,

(2.5)

where £ denotes a Lie derivative.
Einstein’s equations are given in covariant form by
(4)

Rµν −

To determine whether modifying the formulation significantly effects the numerical solution of the evolution equations, we perform numerical evolutions of single
black holes using a new 3D code we have developed. We
evolve system 3 for simplicity. We find that by varying
the two parameters in system 3 while keeping the numerical evolution method fixed, we can vary the run time of
the simulation by more than an order of magnitude. For
a single black hole, our optimum choice of parameters
yields evolutions that run to t = 600M – 1300M . This is
long enough that, if this result carries over to two-blackhole simulations, one could simulate the last few orbits
of a binary system and the final merger.
In section II we derive systems 1-3 and conditions for
hyperbolicity. We also derive evolution equations for the

1 (4)
g µν (4)R
2

= 8πTµν ,

(2.6)

where (4)Rµν and (4)R are the Ricci tensor and Ricci
scalar associated with the spacetime metric, and Tµν is
the stress-energy tensor. In the 3+1 decomposition Einstein’s equations are decomposed into the Hamiltonian
constraint

(2.7)
C ≡ 12 R − Kab K ab + K 2 − 8πρ = 0,
the momentum constraints
Ci ≡ ∇a Ki a − ∇i K − 8πJi = 0,
and the evolution equations
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(2.8)

∂b0 Kij = −∇i ∇j N + N Rij − 2N Kia Kj a + N KKij
− 8πN Sij − 4πN gij (ρ − S),
(2.9)

Cklij ≡ ∂[k dl]ij = 0,

because second derivatives of the metric commute.
Therefore we make the following substitution when we
encounter second derivatives of the metric:

ab

where K = g Kab , and ∇i , Rij , and R are the covariant derivative, Ricci tensor, and Ricci scalar associated
with the spatial three-metric. The symbol ∂b0 is the time
derivative operator normal to the spatial foliation, defined by
∂b0 ≡ ∂t − £β .

(2.10)

ρ ≡ nµ nν Tµν ,
Ji ≡ −nµ gi ν Tµν ,
Sij ≡ gi ν gj µ Tµν ,

(2.11a)
(2.11b)
(2.11c)

∂k ∂l gij = ∂(k dl)ij .

Γkij = d(ij)k − 12 dkij ,

+ 12 ba daij − 41 da daij − ba d(ij)a − 12 dajb dbi a
+ 21 da d(ij)a + 41 di ab djab + 12 dabi dabj ,

− 21 dabc dcab + 34 dabc dabc .

(2.12)

(2.20)

(2.21)

The constraint equations are given by
C = 21 g ab g cd (∂d dabc − ∂a dbcd ) + 12 ba da − 21 ba ba
− 18 da da − 14 dabc dcab + 83 dabc dabc
− 12 Kab K ab + 12 K 2 − 8πρ,

B. First-order form

Ci = g ab (∂a Kib − ∂i Kab ) + 12 K ab diab

In order to cast the evolution equations in first-order
form, we must eliminate the second derivatives of the
spatial metric. We define a new variable (symmetric on
its last two indices)

+ 21 Kia da − Kia ba − 8πJi .

(2.22)

(2.23)

Finally, the evolution equation for the extrinsic curvature
becomes


∂b0 Kij = N 12 g ab ∂(i dabj) + ∂a d(ij)b − ∂a dbij − ∂(i dj)ab

(2.13)

and its traces dk ≡ g ab dkab and bk ≡ g ab dabk . An evolution equation for dkij is obtained by taking a spatial
derivative of (2.12) and using the fact that ∂k and ∂b0
commute. This yields

+ 21 ba daij − 14 da daij − ba d(ij)a − 21 dajb dbi a

+ 21 da d(ij)a + 14 di ab djab + 21 dabi dabj − 2Kia Kj a
+KKij ] − ∂i ∂j N − 21 daij ∂a N + d(ij) a ∂a N

− 8πN Sij − 4πN gij (ρ − S).

(2.14)

(2.24)

The hyperbolicity of the system of evolution equations
can be determined by examining its principal part. Consider a system of the form

where the Lie derivative of dkij is

£β dkij = β a ∂a dkij + daij ∂k β a + 2dka(i ∂j) β a
+ 2ga(i ∂j) ∂k β a .
(2.15)

∂ˆ0 u + Ai ∂i u = F,

Since we have introduced a new variable that we will
evolve independently of the metric, we have an additional
constraint,
Ckij ≡ dkij − ∂k gij = 0,



R = g ab g cd (∂d dabc − ∂a dbcd ) + ba da − ba ba − 41 da da

Note that the spatial metric and its inverse are used to
lower and raise the indices of all spatial tensors.

∂b0 dkij = −2N ∂k Kij − 2Kij ∂k N,

(2.19)

Rij = 12 g ab ∂(i dabj) + ∂a d(ij)b − ∂a dbij − ∂(i dj)ab

and S = g ab Sab . The definition (2.5) of the extrinsic
curvature yields the following evolution equation for the
spatial metric

dkij ≡ ∂k gij ,

(2.18)

In terms of these new variables, the affine connection,
Ricci tensor, and Ricci scalar are given by

The matter terms are defined as

∂b0 gij = −2N Kij .

(2.17)

(2.25)

where u is a column vector of the fundamental variables,
and Ai and F are matrices that can depend on u, but
not on derivatives of u. One defines, for a particular unit
one-form ξi , the characteristic matrix C in the direction
normal to ξi :

(2.16)

which must be satisfied in order for a solution of the firstorder evolution equations to be a solution of Einstein’s
equations. Note that the spatial derivatives of dkij must
satisfy the constraint

C ≡ Ai ξi .

(2.26)

The characteristic speeds in the direction ξi are the eigenvalues of C. If all characteristic speeds are real, then the
3

system is said to be weakly hyperbolic. If in addition,
C has a complete set of eigenvectors, and the matrix of
these eigenvectors and its inverse are uniformly bounded
functions of ξi , the spacetime coordinates, and the solution, then the system is said to be strongly hyperbolic. If
the matrices Ai are symmetric, the system is said to be
symmetric hyperbolic. If the matrices Ai can be brought
into symmetric form by multiplying by a positive-definite
matrix called a symmetrizer, the system is said to be symmetrizable hyperbolic. Symmetric, symmetrizable, and
strongly hyperbolic systems admit a well-posed Cauchy
problem; weakly hyperbolic systems do not [30].
For the systems described in this paper, we explicitly construct a complete set of eigenvectors that depend upon ξi , the metric, and its inverse. Provided that
the matrix norms of the metric and its inverse remain
bounded, then the norms of the matrix of eigenvectors
and its inverse are bounded, so the system is strongly
hyperbolic [31].
Using the method outlined in Appendix A, we find
that the ADM equations written in first-order form are
only weakly hyperbolic, as the characteristic matrix of
the system has eigenvalues {0, ±1}, but does not have a
complete set of eigenvectors. Fortunately, the hyperbolicity of the equations can be changed by “densitizing” the
lapse and adding constraints to the evolution equations.

D. Addition of constraints: System 1

By adding terms proportional to the constraints, we
can modify the evolution equations for Kij and dkij without affecting the physical solution. We modify the evolution equations (2.14) and (2.24) by
∂b0 Kij = (. . .) + γN gij C + ζN g ab Ca(ij)b ,
∂b0 dkij = (. . .) + ηN gk(i Cj) + χN gij Ck ,

∂b0 gij ≃ 0,
(2.32)

ab
1
b
∂0 Kij ≃ − 2 N g ∂a dbij − (1 + ζ)∂a d(ij)b
− (1 − ζ)∂(i dabj) + (1 + 2σ)∂(i dj)ab

(2.33)
−γgij g cd ∂a dcdb + γgij g cd ∂a dbcd ,
ab
b
∂0 dkij ≃ −2N ∂k Kij + N g ηgk(i ∂a Kbj) + χgij ∂a Kbk

−ηgk(i ∂j) Kab − χgij ∂k Kab ,
(2.34)
where ≃ denotes equal to the principal part. For brevity,
we have shown only the principal parts of the evolution
equations as that is what determines the hyperbolicity of
the system. The full evolution equations are lengthy and
available from the authors upon request.
We find that the eigenvalues of the characteristic matrix of the system are {0, ±1, ±c1, ±c2 , ±c3 } where
√
c1 = 2σ,
p
1
c2 = 2√
η − 4ησ − 2χ − 12σχ − 3ηζ,
2
p
c3 = √12 2 + 4γ − η − 2γη + 2χ + 4γχ − ηζ. (2.35)

(2.27)

where g is the determinant of the three-metric, and σ is
the densitization parameter, which is an arbitrary constant. The lapse density Q and the shift vector β i will
be considered as arbitrary gauge functions independent
of the dynamical fields. With this definition we have
∂i N = N (∂i Q + σdi ) ,
∂i ∂j N = N [∂i ∂j Q + (∂i Q)(∂j Q) + 2σd(i ∂j) Q
+ σg ab ∂(i dj)ab − σdiab djab + σ 2 di dj ].

(2.31)

where (. . .) represents the right-hand side of either equation (2.14) or (2.24), and the constraint parameters
{γ, ζ, η, χ} are arbitrary constants. The evolution equations are now given by

C. Densitization of the lapse

We densitize the lapse by defining

Q ≡ log N g −σ ,

(2.30)

Thus in order for the system to be weakly hyperbolic,
the parameters must satisfy

(2.28)

σ ≥ 0,
η − 4ησ − 2χ − 12σχ − 3ηζ ≥ 0,
2 + 4γ − η − 2γη + 2χ + 4γχ − ηζ ≥ 0.

(2.29)

Substituting the above expressions into the evolution
equations, and examining the hyperbolicity of the modified evolution equations, we find that densitizing the
lapse is not sufficient to make the evolution system
strongly hyperbolic. In order for the system to remain
even weakly hyperbolic the densitization parameter must
satisfy σ ≥ 0, as the eigenvalues
of the characteristic ma√
trix are now {0, ±1, ± 2σ}. In the next section, we will
find that densitizing the lapse is a necessary condition
for strong hyperbolicity, and that if we demand physical
characteristic speeds we must choose σ = 12 .

(2.36)

If the above conditions are met, we find a complete set
of eigenvectors, so that the system is strongly hyperbolic,
unless one of the following conditions occur:
ci = 0,
c1 = c3 6= 1,
c1 = c3 = 1 6= c2 .

(2.37a)
(2.37b)
(2.37c)

If any of the above conditions are met, the system is
only weakly hyperbolic. Note that if σ = 0, then c1 = 0,
so that densitizing the lapse is a necessary condition for
strong hyperbolicty. Also note that if η = χ = 0, then
c2 = 0, so that constraints must be added to the evolution
4

equation for dkij in order to have a strongly hyperbolic
system.
For physical characteristic speeds, each of the ci is either zero or unity. To make them all unity (the only
choice that yields strongly hyperbolic evolution equations) requires either
σ = 1/2,
8 + 5η + 10γη
,
ζ=−
η(7 + 6γ)
4 + 6γ − η − 3γη
χ=−
,
(7 + 6γ)

where ẑ is an arbitrary parameter. The inverse transformation is given by
Kij = Pij + z̄gij P,
where P ≡ g ab Pab , and

(2.38a)

z̄ = −

(2.38b)
(2.38c)

(2.39)

In the first case, there are two free parameters, and in
the second case there is one. In both cases, the evolution equations are strongly hyperbolic as long as the free
parameters are chosen such that all five parameters are
finite.

where the traces Mk ≡ g ab Mkab and Wk ≡ g ab Mabk , and

Taking ∂ˆ0 of the constraints, and replacing all derivatives of the fundamental variables with the constraints
and their spatial derivatives, we obtain the following
equations for the evolution of the constraints:

ˆ − âê2 + b̂ê2 + ĉê2 − dê
ˆ 2 + 8b̂ĉk̂
δā = 6b̂ĉê − 6âdê
− 8âdˆk̂ − 4âêk̂ + 2b̂êk̂ + 2ĉêk̂ − 4âk̂ 2 ,
(2.49a)
2
2
ˆ + 2âê − 2ĉê − 4b̂ĉk̂ + 4âdˆk̂
δ b̄ = −8b̂ĉê + 8âdê
ˆ k̂ − 4b̂k̂ 2 ,
+ 4âêk̂ − 2b̂êk̂ + 2dê
(2.49b)

∂ˆ0 C ≃ − 21 (2 − η + 2χ)N g pq ∂p Cq ,
(2.40)
pq rs
1
ˆ
∂0 Ci ≃ −(1 + 2γ)N ∂i C + 2 N g g [(1 − ζ)∂q Cprsi
+(1 + ζ)∂p Csiqr − (1 + 2σ)∂p Cqirs ] , (2.41)

ˆ + 2âê2 − 2b̂ê2 − 4b̂ĉk̂ + 4âdˆk̂
δc̄ = −8b̂ĉê + 8âdê
ˆ k̂ − 4ĉk̂ 2 ,
+ 4âêk̂ − 2ĉêk̂ + 2dê
(2.49c)
2
¯
ˆ
ˆ
δ d = 4b̂ĉê − 4âdê − 4âê + 12b̂ĉk̂ − 12âdk̂ + 4b̂êk̂
+ 4ĉêk̂ − 4dˆk̂ 2 ,
(2.49d)

(2.42)

δ0 ē = 2ê,

(2.43)

δ0 k̄ = −ê − 2k̂,

where again for brevity we have only shown the principal
parts of the equations.
The eigenvalues for the constraint evolution system are
{0, ±c2 , ±c3 }. Because this is a subset of the eigenvalues
of the evolution equations, the constraints will propagate
at the same speeds as some of the characteristic fields of
the evolved quantities. Furthermore, we find that the
constraint evolution system is strongly hyperbolic whenever the regular evolution system is strongly hyperbolic.

2

(2.49e)
(2.49f)

2

δ0 = ê − êk̂ − 2k̂ ,
(2.49g)
2
ˆ
ˆ
δ = δ0 (10b̂ĉ − 10âd − âê + 3b̂ê + 3ĉê + dê + ê
− 6âk̂ − 2b̂k̂ − 2ĉk̂ − 4dˆk̂ − êk̂ − 2k̂ 2 ).

(2.49h)

For the inverse transformation to exist, δ 6= 0.
Thus we have seven additional redefinition parameters
ˆ ê, k̂, ẑ} (or equivalently {ā, b̄, c̄, d,
¯ ē, k̄, z̄}) that
{â, b̂, ĉ, d,
can be used to modify the evolution equations. Note
that equations (2.46) and (2.49) remain true under interˆ ê, k̂, ẑ} and {ā, b̄, c̄, d,
¯ ē, k̄, z̄}.
change of {â, b̂, ĉ, d,
When the principal terms in system 1 are transformed,
terms containing derivatives of the metric appear because
of the traces in (2.45) and (2.48). These terms are eliminated using (2.12) and (2.13).
The redefinition parameters do not change the eigenvalues of the evolution system, nor do they change
whether or not the system is strongly hyperbolic (see

F. Redefining the variables: System 2

The evolution equations can also be modified by redefining the variables that are evolved. We define the
generalized extrinsic curvature Pij using the relation
Pij ≡ Kij + ẑgij K,

(2.46)

The inverse transformation is given by



dkij = 2 k̄Mkij + ēM(ij)k + gij āMk + b̄Wk


¯ j) ,
(2.48)
+gk(i c̄Mj) + dW

E. Evolution of the constraints

∂ˆ0 Ckij ≃ 0,

∂ˆ0 Cklij = 21 ηN gj[l ∂k] Ci + gi[l ∂k] Cj
+ χN gij ∂[k Cl] ,

ẑ
,
1 + 3ẑ

which implies that ẑ 6= − 13 for the inverse transformation
to exist.
We define the generalized derivative of the metric,
Mkij , using the relation
i
h
n
Mkij = 21 k̂dkij + êd(ij)k + gij âdk + b̂bk
h
io
ˆ j) .
+gk(i ĉdj) + db
(2.47)

or
{σ, γ, ζ, η, χ} = { 21 , − 67 , − 19 (23 + 20χ), 56 , χ}.

(2.45)

(2.44)
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Appendix B). In addition, they have no effect on the
principal part of the constraint evolution equations. The
redefinition parameters, however, do affect the eigenvectors of the evolution system and thus they also affect the
characteristic fields. In addition, the redefinition parameters change the nonlinear terms in the nonprincipal parts
of the evolution equations and the constraint evolution
system.
The principal parts of the evolution equations for Pij
and Mkij are

Furthermore, we note that if µi = κνi for all i and
constant κ, the system is symmetrizable hyperbolic using the energy norm argument of [13]. These conditions,
however, do not have to be met for the system to be wellposed. It is possible to construct a symmetrizer for any
of the strongly hyperbolic systems.

∂b0 gij ≃ 0,
(2.50)
ab
b
∂0 Pij ≃ −N g µ1 ∂a Mbij + µ2 ∂a M(ij)b + µ3 ∂(i Mabj)

So far, we have written all of our fundamental variables
with covariant indices. Alternatively, we could have defined the new variable

+ µ4 ∂(i Mj)ab + µ5 gij g cd ∂a Mcdb

+µ6 gij g cd ∂a Mbcd ,

G. Evolving with contravariant indices

Dkij ≡ ∂k g ij .

(2.51)

Note that dkij = −Dkij . If we evolve {g ij , P ij , Mkij }
instead of {gij , Pij , Mkij }, it would result in only trivial changes to the principal parts of the equations. The
characteristic speeds would be unchanged, as would the
nature of the hyperbolicity of the system, since the principal part of the metric evolution equation is zero (See
Appendix B). The only changes would occur in the nonlinear terms of the evolution equations.

∂b0 Mkij ≃ −N ν1 ∂k Pij + ν2 ∂(i Pj)k + ν3 g ab gk(i ∂a Pbj)
+ ν4 gij g ab ∂a Pbk + ν5 g ab gk(i ∂j) Pab

+ν6 gij g ab ∂k Pab ,

(2.52)

where
µ1 = k̄ − 21 (1 + ζ)ē,

µ2 =

1
2 (1

− ζ)ē − (1 + ζ)k̄,

µ3 = (1 + 6σ)b̄ − (1 − ζ)k̄ −
+ 21 (1 + 4σ + ζ)ē,

(2.53a)
(2.53b)
1
2 (1

− 4σ − 3ζ)d¯

µ4 = (1 + 6σ)ā + (1 + 2σ)k̄ − 21 (1 − 4σ − 3ζ)c̄
−

1
2 (1

− ζ)ē,

H. Frittelli-Reula system

(2.53c)

We recover the system of [13] if we make the following
choices for our parameters:

(2.53d)

µ5 = (1 + 2γ + 4ẑ + 6γ ẑ + 6σẑ)b̄ − (γ + 2ẑ + 3γ ẑ)k̄
− 21 (1 + 2γ + 4ẑ + 6γ ẑ − 4σẑ + ζ)c̄
+ 21 (γ + 2ẑ + 3γ ẑ + 4σẑ)ē,
µ6 = (1 + 2γ + 4ẑ + 6γ ẑ + 6σẑ)ā
+ (γ + 2ẑ + 3γ ẑ + 2σẑ)k̄
− 21 (1 + 2γ + 4ẑ + 6γ ẑ − 4σẑ + ζ)d¯

(2.53e)

ν1 = k̂,
ν2 = ê,

(2.53g)
(2.53h)

− 21 (γ + 2ẑ + 3γ ẑ)ē,

2γ̄
−4ᾱ
ᾱ
{σ, γ, ζ, η, χ} = {−ǭ 1+3
2 , 1+3β̄ , 1, 4, 1+3ᾱ },

ˆ ê} = {β̄, 1, ᾱ, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{ẑ, k̂, â, b̂, ĉ, d,

ν4 =
ν5 =

ν6 =

(2.55a)
(2.55b)

where {ᾱ, β̄, γ̄, ǭ} correspond to {α, β, γ, ǫ} in [13]. However, as pointed out in [31], this system is not symmetric
j)k
hyperbolic unless the term −2hl(i M l,k in Eq. (16) of
j)k

[13] is replaced with −2hl(i M k,l by adding a term proportional to the constraint (2.17). In our system this
corresponds to changing ζ = 1 to ζ = −1 in (2.55).
In [8,31,32], this correction has been made for the parameter choice {ᾱ, β̄, γ̄, ǭ} = {−1, −1, 1, 12 }; we recover
this system if we choose our parameters to be

(2.53f)

ν3 = 12 (2 − 2η − χ)dˆ − 12 (η + 3χ)ĉ − 41 (η + 2χ)ê
− 12 η k̂,

(2.54)

(2.53i)

{σ, γ, ζ, η, χ} = { 21 , −1, −1, 4, −2},
ˆ ê} = {−1, 1, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
{ẑ, k̂, â, b̂, ĉ, d,

1
1
1
1
2 (2 − 2η − χ)b̂ − 2 (η + 3χ)â − 4 ηê − 2 χk̂, (2.53j)
1
2 (2 + η + 3χ + 6z̄ + 2ηz̄ + 6χz̄)ĉ
+ 21 (2η + χ + 2z̄ + 4ηz̄ + 2χz̄)dˆ + 21 (η + 2ηz̄)k̂
+ 41 (η + 2χ + 4z̄ + 2ηz̄ + 4χz̄)ê,
(2.53k)
1
2 (2 + η + 3χ + 6z̄ + 2ηz̄ + 6χz̄)â
+ 21 (2η + χ + 2z̄ + 4ηz̄ + 2χz̄)b̂
+ 41 (η + 2ηz̄)ê + 12 (χ + 2z̄ + 2χz̄)k̂.
(2.53l)

(2.56a)
(2.56b)

The system of [8,31,32] was further generalized by [27],
who used the constraints to modify the evolution equations in a manner similar to that in Sec. II D. We recover
the system of [27] by choosing:
{σ, γ, ζ, η, χ} = { 21 , −γ̃, 2Θ̃ − 1, 4η̃, −2η̃},
ˆ ê} = {−1, 1, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{ẑ, k̂, â, b̂, ĉ, d,

Again, the full evolution equations are available from the
authors upon request.

where {γ̃, Θ̃, η̃} correspond to {γ, Θ, η} in [27].
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(2.57a)
(2.57b)

I. Einstein-Christoffel system

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We recover the system of [22] if we make the following
choices for our parameters:

In this section we present results from a numerical code
that solves the evolution equations of System 3 in three
spatial dimensions plus time. This code, which will be
described in detail elsewhere [33], is a three-dimensional
generalization of a spherically symmetric code discussed
previously [34], and is based on pseudospectral collocation methods. Our code works in full 3D; we do not
exploit any symmetries of the black hole solutions that
we evolve.
In this paper, we will concern ourselves only with single
black hole spacetimes. In this case, we solve the evolution equations in a spherical shell extending from inside
the horizon to some artificial outer boundary. Although
we use standard spherical polar coordinates (r, θ, φ), we
evolve the Cartesian components of our variables; this
allows us to use scalar spherical harmonics Yℓm (θ, φ) as
angular basis functions for all quantities. We use Chebyshev polynomials as the basis functions in radius.
As described in [34], we use the method of lines in
order to integrate forward in time with a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method. Boundary conditions are imposed
by constructing the characteristic fields that propagate
normal to the boundary, and imposing conditions only
on those fields that propagate into the computational domain. Since all characteristic fields at the inner boundary
are outgoing (into the hole), no boundary condition is
needed there and none is imposed. At the outer boundary, we impose ∂t U − = 0 on each of the characteristic
fields U − that is ingoing there. We use analytic initial
data corresponding to time-independent slicings of a single black hole, and fix the gauge quantities Q and β i to
their analytic values. Note that the constraint equations
are not solved explicitly, but are instead used as a check
on the accuracy of our numerical integrations.

{σ, γ, ζ, η, χ} = { 21 , 0, −1, 4, 0},
ˆ ê} = {0, 1, 0, 0, 2, −2, 0}.
{ẑ, k̂, â, b̂, ĉ, d,

(2.58a)
(2.58b)

This system is symmetrizable hyperbolic and has a very
simple principal part
∂b0 Pij ≃ −N g ab ∂a Mbij ,

∂b0 Mkij ≃ −N ∂k Pij .

(2.59a)
(2.59b)

Essentially this system is a set of six (one for each {i, j}
pair) coupled quasilinear scalar wave equations with nonlinear source terms.
J. Generalized Einstein-Christoffel: System 3

If we examine the principal part of System 2, and demand that µ1 = ν1 = 1 and all other µi and νi vanish, we
obtain a two-parameter system {η, ẑ} that has the same
simple wave-like form (2.59) as the Einstein-Christoffel
system. This system is obtained by setting
−4+η
{σ, γ, ζ, η, χ} = { 12 , −4+η
2η , −1, η,
4 },

ˆ ê} =
{ẑ, k̂, â, b̂, ĉ, d,

ẑ
,
{ẑ, 1, −4+η−12ẑ+9η
2η
4−η+12ẑ−7η ẑ
, 2, −2, 0},
2η

(2.60a)

(2.60b)

where ẑ 6= − 13 and η 6= 0. This system has physical characteristic speeds and is symmetrizable hyperbolic. The
free parameter η will affect the principal part of the constraint evolution equations, while the parameter ẑ will
affect only the nonlinear terms in the evolution equations and the constraint evolution equations. It is this
system that we will explore numerically in the following section. The complete equations for this system are
available upon request from the authors.
The characteristic eigenfields of this system are particularly simple, and can be obtained from (2.59) without
the use of the lengthy decomposition procedure described
in Appendix A. In a direction ξi , the eigenfields are
Uij0 ≡ gij ,

0
Ukij
Uij±

A. Einstein-Christoffel

Figure 1 shows the ℓ2 norm of a component of
the momentum constraint for several evolutions of a
Schwarzschild black hole using the Einstein-Christoffel
system, which is equivalent to System 3 with η = 4 and
ẑ = 0. Initially the fields are given analytically on a
Painlevé-Gullstrand time slice [35–38]. Explicit formulae
for our variables on the initial slice can be found in [34].
As is evident from Figure 1, the constraint increases
with time until the simulation terminates. The evolutions with higher radial resolution run longer, but increase at approximately the same rate. In addition, for a
fixed resolution, we see no significant dependence on ∆t,
and for a fixed radial resolution and time step, we see no
significant dependence on angular resolution. This suggests that the growth of the constraints may be due to an
unphysical solution of the equations rather than a numerical instability. Numerical instabilities typically become

(2.61a)
ℓ

≡ Mkij − ξk ξ Mℓij ,
k

≡ Pij ± ξ Mkij .

(2.61b)
(2.61c)

The U 0 quantities propagate along the normal to the
time slice (coordinate speed −β i ), and the U ± quantities
propagate along the light cone (coordinate speed −β i ±
N ξ i ).
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FIG. 1. Momentum constraint Cx versus time for evolutions of a Painlevé-Gullstrand time slicing of a Schwarzschild
black hole using the Einstein-Christoffel system. Results are
plotted for several radial resolutions ranging from Nr = 10 to
Nr = 40, fixed angular resolution ℓ = 7 and fixed time resolution ∆t = 0.015M . Higher radial resolutions correspond to
smaller errors.

FIG. 2. Momentum constraint Cx versus time for the same
evolutions shown in Figure 1 except η = 4/33 and ẑ = −1/4,
and we plot more radial resolutions. If the outer boundary is
moved out to r = 40M , the run time extends to ∼ 1300M for
the same accuracy.

ing component in Figure 2, one can see that this component has magnitude ∼ 10−16 at t = 0, which is on the
order of machine roundoff error.
As in the Einstein-Christoffel case, we see no dependence on angular resolution or on ∆t. Our results do depend upon the location of the outer boundary. In the evolution shown in Figure 2, the spherical domain extends
from r = 1.9M to r = 11.9M . Moving the outer boundary further out results in longer evolutions, increasing
the run time from around 600M up to 1300M with the
outer boundary at r = 40M . Moving the outer boundary beyond r = 40M , however, does not have any effect.
We suspect that errors in the constraints at the outer
boundary may be responsible for the constraint-violating
modes.
In addition to Painlevé-Gullstrand slicings, we have
run Kerr-Schild [39,40] and harmonic-time [41,42] slicings of a Schwarzschild black hole with similar qualitative
results. For example, using the parameters of Figure 2
with a Kerr-Schild slicing as initial data, we were able
to evolve up to t = 500M with the outer boundary at
r = 11.9M , and up to t = 900M with the outer boundary at r = 40M . We have also evolved a Kerr black
hole with a = M/2 to t = 400M , with a spherical shell
extending from r = 1.5M to r = 11.5M .

worse when one increases the resolution or decreases the
time step. In contrast, our results appear consistent with
an unphysical solution of the equations that initially has
a nonzero amplitude because of small numerical errors.
B. Generalized Einstein-Christoffel

Because we suspected that the instability shown in Figure 1 is related to the equations rather than the numerical method, we repeated the above evolutions for various values of the free parameters η and ẑ, searching the
two-dimensional parameter space for systems of evolution
equations that might be better-behaved. We found that
for η ≃ 4/33 and ẑ ≃ −1/4, our numerical simulations
ran for an order of magnitude longer than for the basic
Einstein-Christoffel system. Typical results are plotted
in Figure 2. Although a growing mode is still present, its
growth rate is much smaller than in Figure 1, and the momentum constraint is less than 10−3 until approximately
600M .
We see no evidence that the growth is due to a numerical instability. In contrast, the evolutions in Figure 2
appear to converge to a well-defined solution. This solution is the sum of two components: a roughly timeindependent component and an exponentially growing
component. By extrapolating backwards along the grow8

solve C ′ wi = λi wi . The eigenvalues of the original matrix
C are λi , and the eigenvectors are D−1 wi .
The transformation D is the decomposition of each of
the fundamental tensor (or tensor-like) quantities into its
irreducible parts, as we now describe. Suppose v ≡ Du.
Then if u and v are scalars, D is the identity operator,
v = u. For a vector quantity u = Vi , D is defined by

IV. DISCUSSION

We have constructed a twelve-parameter family of
hyperbolic formulations of Einstein’s equations that is
strongly hyperbolic for a wide range of the parameter
space, and that includes the systems of [13] and [22]. By
restricting ourselves to a two-parameter subset of these
equations, we have demonstrated how the choice of parameters can have a dramatic effect upon the amount
of time a numerical simulation of a black hole can run
before being swamped by an unphysical solution.
Our runs with our best parameter choices appear to be
limited only by the growth of constraint-violating modes
which grow from the level of numerical roundoff errors.
At present, we have no explanation as to why the particular choice of parameters used to produce Figure 2
is so much better than the Einstein-Christoffel system.
This choice was found empirically by running our code
for various values of the parameters. It would be extremely useful to have some theoretical understanding of
why one particular parameter choice behaves much better than another, as the cost of performing a parameter
search on the full twelve-parameter system would be prohibitive.
Having found a system of equations and a numerical
method capable of evolving a single black hole for a physically interesting length of time, we now plan to turn
our attention to the evolution of a binary black hole system. We expect our computational method to be capable
of evolving the binary system to times on the order of
several hundred M given appropriate gauge conditions.
When we realize this, we will be able to simulate the last
orbit or two prior to the plunge as well as the coalescence
itself.

(T )

+ ξi V (L) ,

Vi = D−1 v = Vi

(A1)

where the longitudinal and transverse parts of Vi are
given by
V (L) ≡ ξ m Vm ,

(T )
Vi

(A2a)

≡ ⊥i m Vm ,

(A2b)

where ⊥ij is the projection operator
⊥ij ≡ gij − ξi ξj .

(A3)

For a symmetric second-rank tensor u = Pij ,
Pij = D−1 v
(T T s)

= Pij

(LT )

+ 2ξ(i Pj)

+ 21 (gij − ξi ξj )P,

+ 21 (3ξi ξj − gij )P (LL)
(A4)

where

P

P ≡ g mn Pmn ,

(LL)

(LT )
Pi
(T T s)
Pij

(A5a)

m n

≡ ξ ξ Pmn ,

(A5b)

≡ ξ m ⊥i n Pmn ,


≡ ⊥(i m ⊥j)n − 21 ⊥ij ⊥mn Pmn .

(A5c)
(A5d)

For a third-rank object u = Mkij , symmetric on its
last two indices,
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(T T T )

= Mkij

(T T Ls)

+ 2ξ(i Mj)k

(LT T )

+ ξk Mij
+

(T LL)
1
2 M(i
(LLT )

+

(gij − ξi ξj )
3ξj) ξk − gj)k

(T RR)

+ 34 Mk

APPENDIX A: HYPERBOLICITY

(T RR)

+ 21 M(i

To determine the characteristic speeds and eigenvectors of a system of the form (2.25), we proceed in two
steps. Instead of directly finding the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of C ≡ Ai ξi , we first construct a transformation D such that C ′ ≡ DAi ξi D−1 is independent of
the direction ξi and of the metric quantities gij . We then

(RRT )

+ 21 Mk
+

(RRT )
M(i

(T LL)

+ 14 Mk

gj)k − ξj) ξk

+ 12 Mk

(LLT )
M(i

(T T La)

+ 2ξ(i Mj)k

(7ξi ξj − 3gij )




(gij − ξi ξj )
ξj) ξk − gj)k



(ξi ξj − gij )

gj)k − ξj) ξk

+ 12 M (LLL) 5ξk ξi ξj − ξk gij − 2gk(i ξj)

+ 12 M (LRR) (ξk gij − ξk ξi ξj )

+ M (RRL) gk(i ξj) − ξk ξi ξj ,
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(A6)


(T F )
Cklij ≡ gkc gl d gi a gj b −

where
M (RRL) ≡ g ca ξ b Mcab ,

M (LRR) ≡ g ab ξ c Mcab ,
M

(LLL)

(RRT )
Mi
(T RR)
Mi
(LLT )
Mi
(T LL)
Mi
(LT T )
Mij
(T T Ls)
Mij
(T T La)
Mij
(T T T )
Mkij

c a b

≡ ξ ξ ξ Mcab ,
≡g

≡g

ca
ab

(A7a)

+

(A7b)

−

⊥i Mcab ,

(A7d)

c

⊥i Mcab ,

(A7e)

≡ ξ c ξ a ⊥i b Mcab ,
a b

≡ ξ ξ ⊥i Mcab ,

(A7g)


ab

≡ ξ c ⊥i a ⊥jb − 21 ⊥ij ⊥ Mcab ,


≡ ξ b ⊥(i c ⊥j)a − 21 ⊥ij ⊥ca Mcab ,

(A7h)

≡ ξ b ⊥[i c ⊥j] a Mcab ,

≡ ⊥kc ⊥i a ⊥jb

(A7j)

−

−

1
4
1
4
1
4

a

ca

b

ab

⊥kj 3 ⊥ ⊥i − ⊥ ⊥i − ⊥ ⊥i

⊥ki 3 ⊥ca ⊥jb − ⊥ab ⊥jc

− ⊥cb ⊥ja Mcab .

−

APPENDIX B: CHANGE OF VARIABLES AND
HYPERBOLICITY



c

In this section we show that for a system of the
form (2.25), a change of variables (such as the transformation from system 1 to system 2, or the raising and
lowering of tensor indices of fundamental variables) does
not change either the characteristic speeds or whether
the system is strongly hyperbolic, provided that the following conditions are met:



(A7k)

Finally for a four-index object Cklij , symmetric on its
last two indices and antisymmetric on its first two indices,
Cklij = D
=

−1

1. The change of variables is linear in all dynamical
variables except possibly the metric.

v
(T T RRa)

(T F )
Cklij

2. The change of variables is invertible.

(RT T Ra)

gij + 45 Ckl
gij
+ 35 Ckl


(T T RRa)
(T T RRa)
gl]i
gl]j + Cj[k
+ 52 Ci[k


(RT T Ra)
(RT T Ra)
+ 56 Ci[k
gl]i
gl]j + Cj[k


(RT T Rs)
(RT T Rs)
gl]i
gl]j + Cj[k
− 32 Ci[k
(LT RR)

(LT RR)

− 56 C[k

ξl] gij + 45 C[k

+ 54 C(i

gj)[k ξl] − 54 C[k

(LT RR)

+

8 (RLT R)
gl](j ξi)
15 C[k
(RT LR)

+ 54 C[k
−

ξl] gij −

8 (RT LR)
gj)[k ξl]
15 C(i

+

3. Time and space derivatives of the metric can be
written as a sum of only non-principal terms (for
example, using (2.12) and (2.13)).
For a system of the form (2.25), we choose an arbitrary direction ξi and we define the matrix C according
to (2.26). The system has k characteristic speeds λ(k)
and eigenvectors w(k) that obey

gl](j ξi)

(RLT R)

ξl] gij

Cw(k) = λ(k) w(k) .

28 (RLT R)
gj)[k ξl]
15 C(i

+ 2ξ(i gj)[k ξl] C (RLLR) , (A8)

where

(RT LR)
Ci
(RLT R)
Ci
(LT RR)
Ci
(RT T Rs)
Cij

(A9a)

cb a

d

≡ g ξ ⊥i Ccdab ,

(A9b)

cb d

a

≡ g ξ ⊥i Ccdab ,

(A9c)

≡ g ab ξ c ⊥i d Ccdab ,


≡ g cb ⊥(i d ⊥j)a − 21 ⊥ij ⊥da Ccdab ,

(A9d)

Cij

≡ g cb ⊥[i d ⊥j] a Ccdab ,

(A9f)

Cij

≡ g ab ⊥[i c ⊥j] d Ccdab ,

(A9g)

(RT T Ra)

(T T RRa)

(B1)

If M is the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors
w(k) , then strong hyperbolicity is equivalent to det M 6=
0, with all λ(k) real.
Now consider a change of variables v = T u, where T
is a matrix. If we multiply (2.25) on the left by T , we
obtain

28 (RT LR)
gl](j ξi)
15 C[k

C (RLLR) ≡ g cb ξ d ξ a Ccdab ,

(A9h)

(A7i)

⊥ij 3 ⊥ab ⊥kc − ⊥ca ⊥kb − ⊥cb ⊥ka
cb

− 54 g ab g d(i gj)[k gl] c

Strictly speaking, eqs. (A6) and (A8) are not complete
irreducible decompositions. However, they are sufficient
for our purposes.
If u consists of several tensor (or tensor-like) objects,
then the effect of D is to transform each object independently according to the above definitions. In matrix
language, this means that D is block diagonal.

(A7f)

c

a
8 cb d
15 g g (i gj)[k gl]
a
cb d
4
5 gij g g [k gl]


− 53 gij g ab gkc gl d Ccdab .

(A7c)

b

d
28 cb a
15 g g (i gj)[k gl]

∂ˆ0 v + T Ai T −1 ∂i v = T F + (∂ˆ0 T )u + T Ai T −1 (∂i T )u
= F ′.
(B2)
In the last step, we have used property 1 above to rewrite
∂i T and ∂ˆ0 T in terms of derivatives of the metric, and
we have used property 3 to eliminate these derivatives,
absorbing the resulting non-principal terms into the new
right-hand side F ′ .
The characteristic matrix for (B2) in the direction ξi
is C ′ ≡ T Ai T −1 ξi . Note that

(A9e)
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